Eight big days and nights of celebration of the 8th Anniversary of the Endup. So come, enjoy the sights, sound, food, drink, dancing, and maybe, $500.00. We at the ENDUP would very much like to thank each and everyone of our customers for bringing us into our 8th year of continuing success. The ENDUP is 8th years old, and is still getting better.

THE STAFF & MANAGEMENT!

Join Us!

6th & Harrison Streets 495-9550
FOCUS NEWS

“THE MOST DANGEROUS MAN IN THE WORLD”: NO CONTEST!

NEWARK, N.J. — Newsweek magazine has called Muam­
num Kaddafi "The Most Dangerous Man in the World." Many con­
sider him as such. He is accused of being behind the 1988 bombing of Pan­
Am Flight 103, which killed 270 people. He is also accused of being re­
sponsible for the 1998 bombings of U.S. embassies in Kenya and Tanzania,
which killed 224 people.

Kaddafi has been under sanction by the United Nations since 1996 for his acts of terror­
ism. The sanctions include an arms embargo and a ban on international travel.

Despite these sanctions, Kaddafi continues to maintain a strong grip on Libya and has re­
numerous conflicts with neighboring countries.

FOCUS NEWS — Thursday, October 28, In the wake of the recent shootings in the San Francisco Bay Area, the San Francisco Police Department has increased its presence in the city. The shootings have left at least nine people dead, including a child.

FOCUS NEWS — Thursday, October 28, The San Francisco Police Department has arrested a suspect in the recent shootings in the Bay Area. The suspect, a 20-year-old male, was arrested after a shootout with police.

FOCUS NEWS — Thursday, October 28, The San Francisco Police Department has released a statement indicating that the shootings were likely the result of a gang war.

FOCUS NEWS — Thursday, October 28, The San Francisco Police Department has announced that they are offering a $100,000 reward for information leading to the arrest of the suspect.

FOCUS NEWS — Thursday, October 28, The San Francisco Police Department has identified the suspect as a member of a local gang.
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FOCUS on FILM

Humm, am, men caged up! Police, guards, bars, showers... oh fantasies! But, as I built up these wild prison rape scenes tripping my way to the well-stocked Cell Block to the Nob Hill Cinema, I really got myself worked up. A new film about sex in prison. Oh fantasies... oh and another one! Went in, got a rear seat (where else?) and when "Cell Block Number 9" came on, I was ready to have an orgasm right then, but didn't! The film has Roy Garrett whom of you may remember from "HANDSome!" (the one with the non-nude and big stall). Also one I haven't seen before, a Bob Shane, and the punk kid, Bud Wallace. That they are as po-

son, and most true they are hot men, and true they do have sex, some of the wildest sex I've seen today. But my prison fantasy came to an end in the last loop of the film. Shucks, how could someone go and make a hot film without all the usual prison rape fantasies we read about!!

The film story is centered in a California prison, where the guards have more power than the inmates. The main protagonist, Roy Garrett, is a former cop who is transferred to a correctional facility to serve his sentence. He finds himself in a prison where the guards are corrupt and the inmates are mistreated. Roy, who was once a cop and now serves time for committing a crime, finds it difficult to adapt to the new environment.

The film is directed by Mac Larson and written by Mac Larson, and it was produced by Bordei Tallchief. The cast includes Roy Garrett, Bob Shane, Bud Wallace, and Bill Geary, among others. The film received mixed reviews, with some critics praising the performances and the rawness of the story, while others found it too realistic and graphic for their taste.

FOCUS OPINION

"WHY DO THE TWO LARGEST HOMOSEXUAL ORIENTED POLITICAL CLUBS IN SAN FRANCISCO HAVE AS THEIR "LEADER" A MEMBER OF LAW ENFORCEMENT?" IS THE WHAT WHAT LAW ENFORCEMENT! IS THE WHAT LAW ENFORCEMENT AGENTS! BUT SOMETHING BETWEEN STONWALL AND SAN FRANCISCO, THE ENEMY WAS JOINED BY LESBIANS AND GAYMEN. NOW, TO SOME, THESE AUNTIE MARYS AND UNCLE MARYS, TO BE A LAW ENFORCEMENT OFFICER SHOULD BE CONSIDERED A WONDERFUL THING... "FOR AT LEAST WE ARE ACCEPTED!" DON'T MAKE ME LAUGH!

Lesbians and gaymen are still illegal persons as far as I'm concerned, and just because they are houses of men and women have chosen to join the enemy, does not make lesbians and gaymen "acceptable."

Several insiders within the SF Police Department have talked that "We must euger cops to be having sex as our gay cops!!" Another said, that "In all my years on the force, never have I seen anyone so eager to use force as the cops." Hmm, does this tell you anything? That most possibly these cops are living out their sexual fantasies and using the badge of justice to do it. That makes them as bad as any homosexual to become a law enforcement person in this day and age of growing right-wing terror and oppression in the U.S. It is a bastard act of betraying our bosses who have to come to a point in their own ascendancy andexual affairs of their sexual ainters and gay men together. And it is a attack on the gays of Germany and Europe without the cooperation of other gays there, we will have a similar situation building here in the U.S. T. Cops are not going to get better until its all worst, and lesbians and gaymen law en-

forcement people will be "will to give information or, sub in, and their aisters and brothers.

The fact that gay liberation is nearly dead in the U.S. and in particular San Francisco, is due in great part to the co-optations in the past of people like a David Bertram Goodstein who purchased a gay liberation newspaper, the Advocate, proceed to esuscilate it all of local gay news coverage, and turn it into a 3rd version of Gentlemen's Quarterly, is just one instance. Another his assistance in the co-operation and later destruction of the Society for Individual Rights by his clones who formed the Alice B. Toklas Memoriacl I'm the same thing, the letters T. Cops have the to police the people, to co-opt and later destruction of the Society for Indivdual Rights by his clones who formed the Alice B. Toklas Memorial Democratic Club, Jim Foster, Frank Frich, George Mendelshous, and on and on, all with strong records of being very anti-gay liberation....but very pro-gay-elitism with a clear assistance in the co-optation and later destruction of the Society for Indivdual Rights. The same goes for Harvey Milk Gay Demo Club, it was his cop, Canyon Craig as its president, and he too will win re-election. And the vice-president of Milk Club is an investigator for the District Attorney.

And the vice-president of Milk Club is an investigator for the District Attorney. Illuminati sisters! Gay brothers! Arise! Awaken! Arm yourselves to the dangers as social-sexual deviates, and no Dianne Feinstein is going to be able to halt this growing right-wing terror, for Diane will just fall into line and go along with it. For any lesbian or gayman to vote for a law enforcement person to lead them, is the same as saying, "I'm a dumbshit head, take me, and beat me to death, or lock me up quick, for I know what I'm doing...destroying myself!"

FOCUS OPINION

On Saturday November 28th, there will be a rally calling for the end of violence in the Mideast and for peace. This rally will take place in the United Nations Plaza, 7th & Market Street at the foot of Lassen Street. The rally begins at 5:00 p.m. and continues until 4:30 p.m.

This rally has numerous sponsors and endorsers which include the All Peoples Congress, and the Orthodox Episcopal Church of God, among others. The Gay Focus Magazine endorsement is part of the over four dozen which have endorsed this important call for peace.

"RED NOVEMBER, BLACK NOVEMBER" a documentary film to be held at Laney College, Oakland... see page 12 for more.

FOCUS OPINION

Thanksgiving 1981

There are two big Thanksgiving functions this year in which the Gay Community is involved. One being the Thanksgiving Day Dinner for the Gay Community at Trinity Episcopal Church, on Bush at Gough Streets. This one is being put together by the former empress Thesp (Perry Spin) who is taking donations through the 222 Club, 222 Hyde Street. This one has re- tended the giant Turkeyfeast feast once given by the defunct Society for Individual Rights. So this is a major event for lesbians and gays who want to get together for fellowship and fun and food on Thanksgiving Day.

The other one is for Senior Citizens, and is always held the day before Thanksgiving, Wednesday, and for the 11th consecutive year, the Old Folks Defense League (Chapel Chalk, Orthodox Episcopal Church of God) will have their annual English Thanksgiving Dinner to the older folks. This is a fine dining hall. Donations may be sent to them at that address or may be given to the director, Rev. Ray Brown, who is a delightful guy, and receipts for the IRS will be given upon request.

Donations for both are urgently needed. Contact Tessie at 441-5443 or Rev. Ray at either 885-6979 or 885-1626.
Howdy Friends, so glad to be back in print! At last I have been released from the 13th floor! Me, the Mockingbird...suffering the indignity of being heard with that paper I used to write for...but now, oh, at 7 P.M. I will be able to hear the Mockingbird's songs again. So, ya all had best watch your step, for the Mockingbird repeats what the other birds say....so you have been warned. Oh yes. Fables just went with the wind! Sorry!!!
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FOCUS on The Mockingbird

James Langley would not be pleased at Lenny Mollet's Frenchhouse. Perhaps James can cook it up elsewhere in silver surroundings.

Scott is Chen, Orange! Their soap food is better than it was on Park!!!

Corky & Michael Flippo are no longer with Gil Pina...he fired them both...what they were bad workers and loyal. Luv ya (only!!!)

Who is the Guy with 10 that has gottem with their tongues hanging out at Alfie's? Dunno and can't get Paul the manager to say!

They were hard workers and loyal! Luv ya (only!!!)

Larry, Lance & Chuck went off into the night after an early evening visit to Alfie's. Someone, three hot men together????

Phillip (the construction worker/painter) has a strong admirer in the Assistant Editor of Gay Focus. Hmmm, three Polish people just last afternoon!!!

Thanksgiving dinner is a big affair this year again at the Grand Bruiser. And for this advertisement in your French banquet, you must have reservations. See their ad on page 1. a dinner you'll never forget.

6th Anniversary of the Endup was a whole week every Sunday night party on Sunday the 22nd. Allen Lyons the p.r. man for the Endup was working his tail off to make the biggest most exciting month long celebration in the history of south of Market. And on Thanksgiving there will be a Turkey day buffet with all the trimmings for all of you who want to have a nice fun time with your gay brothers and sisters dancing the hours away at the Endup. And...you must be 21 to get in the Endup. They have a good carding policy now!!!

Randy Back to Three? Why oh why did the Arena cut one of their funnest of the bar?! Ha! Randy is really friendly and attracts some younger gay men into the older crowd Arena.

Scott is to be in charge of the Cheese Omlett while El Leonard flies off to Hawaii for two weeks with Don Rotan. Will there be a Cheese Omlett there then?

Corky & Michael Flippo are no longer with Gil Pina...he fired them both...what they were bad workers and loyal. Luv ya (only!!)

Where's Your Head?

2 Off
On all magazines
& books!

FOCUS

City Books × Pleasure Palace
52 Turk Street × 120 Turk Street
San Francisco × San Francisco
OPEN 24 hrs

Looking over the final construction on the ever-expanding SF Eagle is an electrician and Jay Levine. It's on a ladder...and Roderick their lanky bartender is inspecting.

FOCUS

MARDI GRAS GAY TOUR
NEW ORLEANS - 1982

New Orleans, 1982, as both Googie's Place on the left half side and the Devil's Head at right half side...was a howl at both places were packed, and at the Devil's Head there were some of our favorite Seattle men who were over to the New Orleans Mardi Gras Gays, and to top those off, they had a Howl at Both Places that Sunday night!!!
November

Greensboro Massacre

Oakland (BART goes right to door) on Sunday, November 23rd to 27th, 1979, a veteran civil-rights leader and survivor of the 1979 Klan and Nazi attack in Greensboro. Mr. Johnson will be available to speak with the media, from November 23rd to 27th.

The most compelling footage includes nearly ten minutes of film shot by a student film crew of the Communist Party USA, capturing the violent attack. Narrated by the survivors, the film brings us into the homes of North Carolina workers, black and white, for a personal look at Jim Waller, Sandi Smith, Cesar Cauce, Bill Sampson and Mike Nalle. The film's release comes almost two years after the Institute for Southern Studies released a six-month study which collaborates many of the charges the Communist Workers Party make against the Klan and Nazis as they murdered five members of the Communist Workers Party.

Perhaps the most important reason to see "RED BLACK AND GREEN" is it's an opportunity to see what they got.

The most spectacular entertainment buy currently available is the SF Ballet's "FUGUE IN A NURSERY" by Harvey Fierstein. Whether this is because the performance was overwhelming, the setting was perfect, or the performers were excellent, it is impossible to say. The performance included full and or control gay groups.

Robert Henri's "Trick or Treat?" (Front Row Press, New York) offers a witty social comedy somewhat reminiscent of Noel Coward. Theatre Rhinoceros, possibly because that group was in between homes at the time of publication.

Pick up a copy of Practical Information, interestingly written and abounding with handsome theatre photos. Published and excellently enjoyable this fall.
In case you didn't know, the luxury liner Independence has been bombed and it's on fire. On the boat when the ship was sunk are Dr. Rosemary Rook, the ship's captain, and Dr. Alastair Miles, the ship's doctor. The ship has done a final run through the different routes between the islands and if you have never traveled on a luxury liner, you'll be delighted.

The Eurika Theatre's The Art of Dirty Talk is currently playing at the theatre. The two actors, Alain Lacharrere and Alain Van Gool, have been working together for over 20 years. Their performance is a mix of comedy, drama, and poetry, which explores the boundaries of language and the human condition.

If you attend but one show currently playing in San Francisco, make it Beatrix. If you see but one film currently showing, make it the documentary on the life of Beatrix, the Queen of the Netherlands. Beatrix has been a symbol of hope and resilience for the Dutch people, and her story is one of strength and courage.

The Distractions at the Chi Chi Club! Call in the evenings before 9 p.m. I 3 PM. Ask for Mr. Bob or for Verne. Please write to: Scott, 533 Sutter St, San Francisco, California 94103.

The Distractions at the Chi Chi Club! Call in the evenings before 9 p.m. I 3 PM. Ask for Mr. Bob or for Verne. Please write to: Scott, 533 Sutter St, San Francisco, California 94103.

ACTS. ACT'S revival of Three Sisters is a beautiful and opulent production that will transport you to a world of luxury and opulence. This ensemble acting is a masterpiece. Proceeds from the performance will benefit the San Francisco AIDS Foundation.

Theatre
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